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Research Summary:

Representation theory of groups is a relative new-comer to mathematics: it started with a paper

by Frobenius titled ”On the theory of group characters” in 1887. It was first a theory of characters,

and it was Schur that formulated the results in terms of representations, namely homomorphisms

from a group G to the general linear group GL(V ).

Representation developed rapidly, and is crucial to many fields in mathematics, physics, and

applications.

The most natural way to produce examples of groups is to look at the group of symmetries

preserving a structure. For example, one can take a vector space V over a finite field Fq and look

at the group of linear isomorphisms. This is a finite group which is almost a simple group. Simple

groups are the fundamental building blocks in group theory, and one interesting fact is that all

but finitely many simple groups arise as groups preserving a geometry, and thus can be classified

using Dynkin diagrams. Dynkin diagrams classify simple compact Lie groups; this is yet another

example of the continuity joining finite groups and simple groups over various fields.

I have worked on real groups, and introduced a geometric method to give Matsuki correspon-

dencees ([1]). I am also working on the use of covariant compactifications of group varieties and

its applications to representation theory [2], and symmetric varieties over fields of arbitrary char-

acteristics [1].

I am now also working on problems that arise from industry and medical research. Recent

progress in stem cell research offers various interesting mathematical problems: the field is far from

mature, and novel mathematical methods may arise from such research.
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Message to Prospective Students:

The interplay between theory of groups and representation theory is fascinating, and the connec-

tion with automorphic forms is one of the most tantalizing connections to be found in mathematics.

I prefer to work with geometric methods, a student should have strong background in differential

geometry and algebraic geometry. My work in applied fields are scattered, but work related to

stem cells are starting to take form; this is a rapidly progressing field, and it is hard to say what

are the basic mathematical tools.
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